
Adlib Designer
So you can do-it-yourself
Flexibility is one of the corner stones of Adlib software. 
The Adlib Designer program is an integrated set of 
tools allowing Adlib users to adjust and maintain their 
applications and databases independent of Adlib Infor-
mation Systems. 

With Designer you can: 
• add new databases, fields and indexes 
• create and edit screens
• import data 
• set access rights 

And that’s only the beginning.
In this Fact Sheet we focus on the many useful tools in 
Adlib Designer, which comes with all Adlib applications 
excluding Adlib Basic and Adlib Lite. 

Application Manager 
Adlib Designer’s Application Manager is the most pow-
erful tool in the tool kit, letting you change the structure 
of your databases and the way in which your data will 
be presented or can be entered in the user interface. 
Since Application Manager lets you specify user groups, 
roles and access rights in detail, it lets you restrict ac-
cess to databases or records or even to the application 
itself. You can also restrict access to printers, pointer 
files, import/export facilities, and other auxiliary uses.
 

Screen Manager 
Turn to Screen Manager for screen maintenance. 
Screen Manager lets you edit every screen (tabbed in-
put form) in your application, or create new ones. You 
can change the entire layout including the presence 
and location of fields, placing and text of labels, group-
ings, and of screen colors.

Import/Export Job Manager 
Importing data from other databases can save you a 
lot of work, but the file to be imported must be con-
verted to an Adlib database format. By using mapping 
from fields in the source file to fields in the Adlib da-
tabase, and a little help from a small script in ADAPL, 
Adlib’s application scripting language, almost any data-
base can be converted through Adlib Designer. 

Adlib databases can also be exported to different da-
tabase formats, so that you can use your data in other 
database management software as well. 

Translations Manager 
Translations Manager makes it easy to translate labels of 
fields, databases, access points, screens and other texts 
in your application’s user interface. Text appearing re-
peatedly can be replaced all at once. And there are sev-
eral ways to organize and find text still to be translated.
 



Recovery Manager 
If your database has been corrupted Recovery Man-
ager can save the day. With this tool you can recover 
a backup and use the logging file to restore your da-
tabase up to the last edited record before the damage 
was done. You can also use Recovery Manager to re-
cover records that were deleted by accident. 

ADAPL 
Adlib has its own programming language called ADAPL 
(Adlib Application Programming Language). It’s easy 
to learn ADAPL and knowing how to use it allows you 
to edit all the standard ADAPL scripts for even more 
control over your application. ADAPL scripts are found 
everywhere in an Adlib application. For example: You 
can use them to split up field data or to transform date 
formats before importing. ADAPLs can be automatically 
applied, performing all kinds of tasks such as checking 
user input before a record is stored, or after a field has 
been filled in, or when the user switches tabs. They are 
also used to generate and print complex reports. 

Supporting utilities 
Besides the components described above, Adlib De-
signer also contains a number of smaller tools with 
which different types of batch jobs can be executed, 
such as: 
• Object Searcher – for quickly finding an application 

element (fields, screens, labels, etc.) 
• Application Tester – test your adjustments before 

you release the application for general use 
• Record Lock Manager – repair faulty record locks 
• Application Character Set Conversion Tool – convert 

older applications to Unicode 
• Application Color Change Tool – apply a different 

color scheme to your application 
• Batch Job Manager – execute multiple import or 

export jobs all at once 

Adlib Designer Help 
To support your work in Adlib Designer, there is a very 
extensive Help function available from within the soft-
ware. Every possible setting, the concepts of database 
construction, and application design philosophy are 
documented here. The Help is context-sensitive, yet can 
also be searched freely on any partial or whole term. 

Courses 
When planning to modify your application using Adlib 
Designer, it is essential that you first learn how to use 
this powerful toolset. Adlib offers courses addressing 
the file and application structure of Adlib, and all the 
possibilities of Adlib Designer. Course prerequisite: 
prior knowledge of Adlib software’s standard operation. 
For all upcoming courses, check the Adlib website 
(www.adlibsoft.com).
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